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The Passing of the, Gratis Patient

When the writer started his practice the chink of the golden
sovereign and silver shilling could still be heard in the land. Later,
the rustle of the Treasury note superseded this comforting sound.
In future it looks as if the only rustle to be heard in our consulting
rooms will be that of the various certificates we shall have to com-
plete. It is a solemn thought that after July 5, 1948, the gratis
patient will have passed away. Some will perhaps say, with Mrs.
Gamp, that it will make a lovely corpse; but our personal feeling
will be one of regret.
Up to now a proportion of our work has always been on the free

list; members of our own profession, their wives and families, the
nursing sisterhood, curates and many of the poorer clergy, with
those of small means whom we were asked to see by friends or
patients. Provided we did not -get too many gratis patients in any
week we did not complain. You never knew what might turn up
and even if it wvere nothing more exciting than a patch of opaque
nerve fibres your time was not wasted.
A gratis patient and a grateful patient are not always synonymous

terms, but very often they are, and among the writer's pleasant
recollections are those of unsolicited thanks., received from such
people. Those of us who worked at Moorfields on Mondays and
Thursdays in the early years of this century will recall how Sir
Arnold Lawson's desk was usually piled high with bunches of flowers,
a tribute alike to his professional ability and kindness of heart. We
fear that in future these floral tributes will largely disappear along
with much of the competition and friendly rivalry of the past.
Emergencies in the streets will, we suppose, still be handled by the
police and ambulance service. It would be highly improper were
an apoplectic fit to be left in the gutter like a dead cat unitil his own
medical attendant could be found.
The retired doctor is usually on the free list of some colleague.

For the minor ills of life he can treat himself. Can he in future
order himself ten grains of aspirin or will he have to attend a clinic
and get a prescription.? Should the writer get a mild conjunctivitis
might he treat himself, or must he be "'zoned," like fish, to the
nearest ophthalmic surgeon ? When that celebrated lawyer, Sir
Edward Coke, was sent to the Tower by James the First he was
told he might have legal assistance for his defence if he wished.
His reply was-" I know myself to be accounted to have as much
skill in. the law as any man in England and therefore need no such
help"; and, in the niatter of a mild conjunctivitis, we must say we
feel much the same. Perhaps, after all, as the undergraduate is
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374 ANNOTATIONS

reputed to have written at the end of a Latin prose essay': hac
autem observationes nequehic sunt neque illic. But these remarks
are neither here nor there. We merely throw them out for
consideration, in placing this wreath upon the tomb of the gratis
patient.

*Herbert Paul.-"' Men and Letters."

Emotional Responses
It is an old saying that laughter and, tears are near akin to each

r~~~~~~~~

other. On the whole we think that in most people the risible
element is more easily stimulated than the tearful, and perhaps also
the more easily controlled. Pathetic passages in prose or verse may
lead to weeping in some cases; parodies of the same will certainly
lead to laughter and to tears only if one laughs too much.

Those who remember "Tom Brow'n's, Schooldays" will recall
George Arthur bursting into tears while construing a passage in the
Iliad and the comments of his schoolfellows afterwards at his
exhibition. In his case the stimulus would seem to have been
partly visual and partly aural. Schoolboys as a rule are more likely
to be risible than tearful but we can remember an occasion in our
own schooldays when the form was stumbling through the "Retreat
from Syracuse" and making a hash of it. Suddenly the form
master started to read us the Greek. The form was very nearly
reduced to tears as a result. Speaking for oneself, one seemed to
-hear the wailing of lost souls -as he was reading the passage. In.
this case the s'timulus must have been an aural one, for most of us
could have stared at the text all day without getting either the
sense or any emotional response at all.

Belloc's Lord Lundy had the tearful response so well developed
that he could not answer the simplest question without weeping,
Ophthalmology at first sight does not seem to offer much scope for
either response. But we must Confess that there was an occasion
on which we experienced a queer lacrymatory feeling long ago, when
we were working through Fuchs' Lehrbuch, in order to try and
teach ourselves to read German ophthalmology. It was in the
account of the end results of amyloid degeneration of the conjunctiva.
TheEpnglish was a plain -umatter of fact, statement: "aThen is the
eye lost." But the juxtaposition of "Augen" and"overloren
seemed more sonorous than the English equivalent and we suppose
accounted for it.
A Scottish friend of ours once said that he could never read Rab

and his Friends" without tears. Many will agree with this instance.
The works of George Eliot abound in instances where the risible

response is stimulated and in the Scenes of Clerical Life" will be
found examples where the tearful may come into play.
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We do not think that our own pages ever stimulate a tearful
response but there may be occasions where words have been mis-
spelt or punctuation marks omitted when we provide the careful
reader with a source for laughter.

In reading to oneself the brain not only sees the words, but must
receive a kind of subconscious apprehension of what the passage
will sound like if articulated in order to get the sense of the sentence.
Visual, aural and mental processes must partake in some way to
raise an emotional response of either kind. We confess that these
waters are too deep for us to sail on, but some idea of what we
intend is found in one of Charles Lamb's letters to Bernard Barton,
the Quaker poet. " I can hardly read a book, for I miss the small
soft voice which the idea of ar"ticulated words raises (almost imper-
ceptibly to you) in a silent reader. I seem too deaf to see what I
read. But with a touch or two of returning zephyr my head will
melt."

OPHTHALMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM

THE 68th Annual Congress of the Ophthalmological Society of the
United Kingdom was held on April 8, 9 and 10, at the Royal
Society of Medicine, London. Ove'r 200 members and many
distinguished continental visitors, including the following, were
present:-Professor Marc Amsler, Professor J. W. Nordenson,
Professor H. Ehlers, Professor J. van der Hoeve, Dr. E. Pflueger,
Professor E. Velter, Professor H. J. M. Weve, Professor A.
Franceschetti, Professor Applemans, Professor W. H. Melanowski,
Dr. H. Sjogren, Dr. T. L. Thomassen, Dr. A. C. Copper.

After a short opening speech by the President, Dr. A. J. Ballantyne,
the topic for the morning's discussion, " Subjective Disorders of
Vision (excluding those due to local ocular disease)," was introduced
by Professor H. Cohen in a communication that was interesting,
well-balanced, and beautifully delivered,! followed by -Dr. Denis
Williams, who contributed also some original and important observa-
tions on the nature of " macular sparing" that showed an enviable
mastery of the more recondite methods of perimetry; and by Mr.
J. H. Doggart who continued ably and agreeably on this interesting
subject. The discussion that followed could not maintain the high
level of excellence that marked the opening speeches. A number
of observations, interesting and sometimes entertaining, were offered.
The Bowman Lecture was delivered this year. by Professor Marc

Amsler. The subject chosen was " New Clinical Aspects of the
Vegetative Eye," a clear and impressive thesis on the clinical and
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